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1. Introduction
Making one-loop computations with vector fields has one peculiar

point compared to lower spins. This is the gauge symmetry. Due to the
symmetry there are zero modes in the action. They should be excluded
from the path integral measure. Hence, doing the harmonic expansion
one should identify longitudinal and transversal fields, or, in other words,
perform the Hodge-de Rham decomposition. This problem has relatively
simple solution on sherical manifolds [I], though to obtain correct result
one should be careful even on S* [2].

The general technique of harmonic expansion on homogeneous spaces
was elaborated by Salam and Strathdee [3] (see also review [4]). This
technique was applied to computations of heat kernels for scalar and
spinor fields on projective and Grassmann manifolds [5] and several non-
syrnmetric spaces [6]. In this paper we suggest an algebraic procedure
which allows to separate transversal fields on arbitrary homogeneous
manifold. We also give some applications to the Maxwell-Chern-Simons
theories and suggest a generalization of Chern-Simons action for non-
symmetric homogeneous spaces.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we propose an
algebraic procedure of separation of gauge modes. In section 3 we com-
pute one-loop effective potential for Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory on S3

and suggest a genaralization of Chern-Simons action. As a basic example
we use the space SU(<i)/U(l) x t/(l) More extensive calculations for
a wide class of homogeneous spaces are inprogressand will be reported
elsewhere.

2. Separation of gauge modes
Let us start with well-known [3] harmonic expansion on Gj H for fields

(j>i(y) belonging to an irreducible representation D(H)

q= l,...,dn

where summation is performed over all representations Dn of G that
give D{H) after reduction to group //, D^tq are the matrix elements,
dn =dimDn , do =d\mD(H) , I numerates repeated components D(H)
in the decomposition of Dn.

In the case of vector field the representations D(H) are the irreducible
nponents DJ(H) in the holonomy representation

AdGJ.// = AdH®jDJ(H) (2.2)

ere Ad is the adjoint representation.
For irreducible holonomy representation the separation of gauge modes

I be done in a relatively simple way. One should compare harmonic
mansions for vector and scalar fields on GjH. Since the operator V:
s)ii ~ ^,,3 has only one zero mode (constant field) on a connected man-
id, every non-trivial representation in the expansion for scalars gives
gitudinal vector field. In order to obtain decomposition of transver-
fields one should exclude from the vector field expansion all scalar

rmonics with their multiplicities. For example, on the sphere Sn vec-
harmonics are given [1] by representations (/, 1, O...,0),(/, 0,0, ...,0),

• 1,2,... of SO(n + 1), while scalar harmonics are (/, 0, ...,0). It is easy
see that transversal fields are decomposed in terms of representations
1,0 0).
In the case of reducible holonomy representation this simple prescript ion

es not work. In general, harmonics for DJ(H) do not contain scalar
•monies as a subset. Thus one should first identify the DJ{H) modes
ich are pure gradients and construct longitudinal fields. Transversal
ds are orthogonal to longitudinal ones with the respect to ordinary
Jar product

(2-3)

(2.4)

<A,B>=

thogonalization is easily done by means of the property

T—> / i 1 U£J i
/ I dyDe \QV)D / tt\Q ) = V O UetrVQa'

^~i J «n
1 = 1

s the volume of GjH.
Consider operator V J which maps scalar fields to the space LJ of
lor fields belonging to representation DJ(H) V J :s —>V,s€ LJ. The
ice LJ can be decomposed as

LJ = A' © RangeVJ (2.5)



This means that any field from LJ can be represented as a sum of
transversal field and pure gradient. The space RangeVJ is spanned by
V J s , where zero modes of V J are to be excluded. Let us find the space
KerVJ of these zero modes. Unlike A'erV , V — Yij ^J> t n e space
KerVJ can be, and normally is, infinite dimensional.

Consider the tangent space generators tj belonging to D3{H). Let
the compact algebra Kbe generated by repeated commutators of tj and
{(j,^,ue}be the orthonormal basis in fC such that ug € H. When
acting on scalars the Riemannian covariant derivative V is equivalent to
the canonical one. Hence the condition VJs= 0 gives tjs =t^s =UBS= 0.
Thus s should belong to trivial representation of K. It is also evident that
for trivial representation (V Js) ; - t}s= 0. We have proved that the zero
modes of V J are in one-to-one correspondence with trivial representations
in the decomposition of scalar harmonics Dn(G) J. KL.

Now we can identify the matrix elements in (2.1) corresponding to
pure gradient vector fields by relating them to the scalar harmonics

Trivial representations of AT are omitted. The normalization constants cj?
can be defined from the equation (2.4). If the algebra K, does not contain
any tangent space generators t& exept of tj, the constants c? are

cj? = yJd\mDJ/c,(IC); (2.7)

where c2 is the quadratic Casimir operator. Really this is enough for
lower-dimensional homogeneous spaces (dim G/H <. 7) .

Using eq. (2.4) and (2.7) one can easily construct longitudinal and
transvesal harmonics on Gj li. Thus separation of gauge modes on

homogeneous spaces requires the: same technique [5] of decomposition of rep-
resentations as the harmonic expansion. This separation is G-invariant.

Example. Consider a simple example of G/H = SU(3)/U(1) x U(l).
Let us choose tangent space generators {ii,<2,'3,^11'2,^3} with struc-
ture constants ea(,c =c^c = eatc. The pair {ta,ta} gives the basis of
two-dimensional representation D^(H) of real holonomy group 50(2) x
SO(2). ta and ta correspond to opposite eigenvalues of U(l)xU(l) gen-
erators. The multiplicities of representations Z)!"1-"') in scalar and vector
harmonic expansions are given,respective!y,by multiplicities of zero and

non-zero roots of SU{3) embedded in weight lattice of D ( n i l " J \ If r*i and
n.2 are the Dynkin indices, these multiplicities are [6]

m0 — (2.8)

1, T12
(2-9)

mi = min(ri|, n
n\

for nx — n2 = 3fc, k € Z , and mo = m\ = 0 otherwise. The algebra
K," generated by ta and <a is SU(2)a. The number of trivial represen-
tations is given simply by mo — mi. Let us compare harmonics za(y)
corresponding to zero modes of different Sf/(2)a. One can prove that (i)
z* =zh if and only if ri\ —n? — 0, (ii) three harmonics z1 , z1 and z3 are

l inearly dependent only if rsj =ri2 = 1. Now one can list all longitudinal
harmonics

( = l , . . . ,m 0 - 1,
(2.10)

(0, \ 0,

where V[a) = (Vo ,Va). Transversal fields are

J'c\
(2.11)

where c% = c2(SU(2)a) , A, + A2 + A3 = 0 , (eV<">).= V5 , (eVW)s=
- V o . Modifications for the case m = n2 — 1 are trivial. The general
form of transversal fields is easily recovered. Note, that we constructed all
the vector fields using scalar harmonics only. We shall use this harmonic
expansion in the next section.
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3. Maxwell-Chern-Simons theories
Consider the Lagrangian [7] in the Euclidean space

A
—A
2

(3.1)

where F^ = d^A,, — d^A^ is the Abelian field strength in three dimen-
sions. This model become&'ery popular due to physical applications. The
Casimir energy for (3.1) was computed, apart from R3, between parallel
lines [8] and on tori and projective spaces [9]. Here we fill in the gap by
computing the effective potential on S3.

The quadratic form of the action is

Kcs)Att>S = - <

KM A,, = - ^

KcsA, = mtS'dvA, (3.2)

< , > is the inner product in the space of vector fields. The spectrum
of KM+KCS

 o n S3 can be found using the following easily established
properties.

(i) The zero modes of KM and Kcs are exactly longitudinal vector
fields.

(ii) Kcs = -m2Km

(iii) The operator KM has eigenvalues r~2(l + I)2 with degeneracies
2/(/ + 2) on transversal vectors, where r is the radius of 5 3 , / = 1,2,...

(iv) The operator Kcs has zero trace on the subspace with a given /.
From (i) - (iv) one can easily derive that the operator KM+KCS has

t h e e i g e n v a l u e s Xf = j i ( ! + l)(l + \ ± m ) w i t h d e g e n e r a c i e s Df = l{l + 2 ) .
The one-loop partition function for this model has the form

= F* j ^ exp{-1- < + Kcs)Aii > =

f + Kcs)i (.3-3)

where the integration is restricted to the transversal vector fields, F is
the Faddeev-Popov determinant.

To evaluate Z we shall use the C-function technique [10]. Determinant
of an operator K with eigenvalues Ln and degeneracies dn is defined as
follows

logdetA'= -Jim T ( - s ) ^ 2 L~Vn (3.4)
n

Let us separate the dependence of the effective potential on the topolog-
ical mass m.

Vt!! = - logZ = Ve//(m = 0) + V(m) (3.5)

where Ve//(m = 0) comprises also the contribution of ghost fields. In the
small m limit, m = mr <g. 1, we obtain

Ve/,(m) = liim[

p = l

= -[2.1649m2 - 0.28131m4 - 0.02166m6 - 0.00332m8] + O(fh10) (3.6)

Let us study G-invariant generalization of Chern-Simons action on
G/H

SG = ^ f dnyAlld""'VvAp n = dimG/J/ (3.7)

where &vp are the structure constants of G restr icted to the tangent
space generators. This action is valid for any non-symmetric homogeneous
space. On symmetric spaces diVI> = 0. The operator c^'Vj, is
hermitian, provided the structure constants are totally antisymmetric.
The equations of motion

e " ' V ^ , = 0 (3.8)

are independent of certain combinations of the field strength components.
This indicates that there should be more zero modes and larger gauge
group than in the case of QED.



Consider an example of G/II = SU{2)/U{\) x (7(1). V sing the har-
monic expansions (2.10) and (2.11) we find that apart from the ordinary
longitudinal zero modes (2.11) there are also transversal zero modes of
the type

(M]u,tVWu,tV[\) (3.9)

Thus the action (3.7) is invariant under "complex" gauge transforma-
tions, where \/—\ is represented by the operator e. The action (3.A)
has larger gauge group and smaller global symmetry than fi-dimensiona!
QED.

Complex structure is not essential for our construction. The action
(3.7) can be also formulated, for example, on S7 realized as Spin7/G2

or Sp(2)/Sp(\). In these cases the symmetry is also larger than gra-
dient transformations, but we cannot give simple interpretation of the
symmetry. The standard form ot (Jhern-Simons term is recovered on S3

~ SU(2) x U(l)/U(l). Some other generalizations of the Chern-Simons
action were proposed in the papers [11].

Note, that the action in the form (3.7) cannot be considered as
topological one, because it is formulated on manifolds with G-invariant
metrics only.
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